In reply refer to: Plan Year 2007  
October 18, 2007     Letter No: EFAST  
Vendor ID Assigned: 31 (Machine Print)  
Telephone Number: (202)-693-8622

Datair  
735 N. Cass Av.  
Westmont, IL, 60559

Dear Mr. Saake:

This letter is our formal letter approving your software under the EBSA Substitute Form/schedule Approval Process. It is approved for the plan year shown above for the following forms/Schedules:

Form 5500          Form 5500-EZ          Schedule A  
Schedule B          Schedule C          Schedule D  
Schedule E          Schedule G          Schedule H  
Schedule I          Schedule R          Schedule SSA

You may reproduce a copy of this letter to show potential clients that your software has been approved for the plan year shown. Please be mindful that only those forms/schedules listed above are approved. Use of any other form or schedule not listed, may subject the filer to a rejection of the filing submitted. As we receive “live” filings, we may contact you if we observe potential problems that might cause the filing to receive an EBSA letter for missing/incomplete, or inconsistent data. If a pervasive problem(s) is found with your software, you will be contacted and given an opportunity to correct the problem(s). If the problems are not corrected, your certification could be withdrawn.

We look forward to working with you and your company in the future. Thank you for your cooperation and we appreciate your participation in our Substitute Forms/Schedules Approval Process.

Sincerely yours,

Annie McCauley  
Chief, Returns Processing  
Department of Labor  
Employee Benefit Security Administration